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MUSEUM    MUSINGS 
 

 ITASCA COUNTY  HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

ESCAPE ROOM 
“Keeper of the Goods”  
Grandpa’s Workroom! 

You have one hour to find the lost 
baseball trophy . Grandpa cannot     

remember where he put it. Unlock the 
clues to exit the room……. 

Gift Certificates are available! 

 

The Skallman family donation from the State of Virginia arrived on December 
16th. It took a month of travel with many different shipping companies. It arrived 

in great shape and is now being accessed and documented.  
There was furniture, scrapbooks, photo albums, genealogy documents and pictures 
in frames. The furniture was built by Axel   Skallman who came to America in the 
early 1900’s. He made the furniture out of Tamarac wood and the picture frames 

from 3 types of wood. All in excellent condition. We are scanning the  
photos and getting all the documents ready to give to the  Skallman heirs 

some still living in Bigfork.  

New scanning area in the lower level to scan books. ICHS 
volunteer; Scott Carter is getting trained in scanning and his 

first book was We Homesteaded by James Knight. His 
daughter Jan Evensen gave ICHS permission to scan and 

print his book. Because this is now digitized Wesley Sisson 
will now be able to enter it in his machine and read more 

about Bigfork. Wesley loves to read about our history. We 
can also re-print these books to sell in the gift shop.  

River Room is continually 
growing. We are adding the 
“Lights on the River” from 
Christmas this year. A neigh-
borhood in Cohasset designed 
and welcomed people to visit 
their lights. Nicole Denver  
from Thousand Lakes        
Productions, LLC used her 
drone to capture the lights.  

We still have some of the 2021 Wild Rice from Dan Rabbitt in 
the gift shop. He has told us that wild rice will become a rare and 
expensive commodity because of the drought in 2021.  

ICHS volunteer Duane 
Eells was given the task of 

making a box for the 
frames. Picture of the new 
box with frames inserted 
on right. He used foam 

core to make the box to fit 
the frames. The top will be 

clear so frames can be 
seen without being        

exposed to the environ-
ment. He did such a good 

job on this, we will let him 
build more archival boxes 

in the future. 


